SYSTEMS   OF  CULTIVATION
grow on his land and he alone had the right to graze his beasts
on it.
All the lands in the north-east, from near the Loire to Burgundy,
lived under an agricultural system which also extended to England,
Germany, and eastern Europe as far as Russia. It has not yet been
sufficiently studied in France for it to be possible to state precisely
the extent of French territory over which it prevailed. But traces
of it can still be seen even to-day both on the land itself and in the
land-registers; and the shape of the parcels of land proves that it
formerly followed the same rules as in the countries of northern
Europe, where it has been more thoroughly studied. The studies
of it made in England and Germany give us a precise and detailed
knowledge of it.1 It consists in a number of invariable customs
followed for centuries past with no change, because they formed
a coherent and rigid system.
The whole body of arable land pertaining to each village was
divided into a number of portions called soles, each formed of
a share of the territory the soil of which was almost uniform in
nature and value. Each sole was divided up into rectangular
parcels much longer than they were broad, and very often two
hundred metres long by twenty metres broad - which is equivalent
to the area of the English acre, The length is that of the furrow
running in a straight line from the edge of the piece of land to the
point at which the oxen were turned.
The land farmed by each tenant was never made up of a single.
piece situated in the same spot; it was always made up of a large
1 The origins of this system remain obscure. It was evidently established in
order to maintain an, equality between all farmers in the same village, which would
lead us to suppose in the first place that it was invented by the owner of the domain
so that he could impose uniform dues upon all his tenants, which would be easier
to collect than varying ones, Such, indeed, is the purpose for which it was intro-
duced on the great estates of eastern Europe. But it is closely bound up with the
triennial rotation of crops, which was never found in the regions using Roman
agricultural methods in the south, where biennial rotation was in force. Hence it
cannot be of Roman origin; and since the great domains (vttlev) go back to Roman
times, it must have been introduced after the arrival of the barbarians on those
great domains where it is found established as early as the end of the eighth century,
together with the division into mansi. In England, on the other hand, it was estab-
lished in the south-eastern regions settled by the Saxon invaders, where all the
inhabitants of the village were freemen, fighting-men, and owners of the soil,
which would seem to point to a custom brought in by the barbarians. On the great
English estates of which the lord had become the sole owner, his reserve is made
up of parcels of land scattered like those of his tenants; but if it had been the
landowner who had introduced this system, he would surely have preferred to
constitute himself a reserve consisting of a single holding.

